Gevorg Harutyunyan
Yerevan, Armenia

email: gevorg.ha@gmail.com
skype: gevorg.ha
Work Experience
Software Engineer at Webb Fontaine - from 2017 to present
-

Developed web applications for customs procedure automation using grails/groovy

Freelancer - from 2016 to 2017
-

Single page apps with react.js/angular.js/node.js

Software Engineer at VQuick - on 2015
-

Server app with REST API for file upload/download
Websocket server app for chat
Added test infrastructure integrated with Jenkins
Documented API and provided document to client app dev teams

Freelancer - from 2013 to 2015
-

Startup projects for private businesses with MEAN stack
Video.js plugins for mid-roll/pre-roll ads
Jquery plugins to run on low-resource environment like raspberry pie browser and
websocket backend

Software Engineer at AtTask / Workfront - from 2011 to 2013
-

Converted application from monolithic architecture to modular
Improved REST API compatibility with mobile platforms
Refactored application code to UTC based date storage for consistency between
timezones
Coached during migration process for armenian dev teams from SVN to Git

Software Engineer at be2 - from 2007 to 2011
-

Joined payment module development team
Configurable payment schedule cancellation survey for users
Improved product management to allow flexible first order/renewal combinations

-

Product architecture design for tests based on Spring Test module
Consistent/optimal mechanism for library deployment/build

Skills
Languages
-

Java, Javascript, C, Python, HTML, CSS

Other
-

Apache Tomcat, Spring Framework, Apache Maven, Apache Ant
Junit, Mockito, Selenium, JavaDoc, Jersey, Jenkins, Intellij IDEA
Grails, Groovy, Gradle, Geb, Gorm
MySQL, MongoDB, Redis
Node.js, Express.js, Koa, passport.js, socket.io
Mocha, nodeunit, dox, Travis
React.js, Angular.js, Twitter Bootstrap, Webstorm, Notepad++, Vim
Android, Android Studio

Projects
-

Node.js package for HTTP basic and digest access authentication - http-auth
Frontend application for file management - FooFiles
Online typing contest tool - TypeItQuick
Crossword solver for site www.scanword.ru, based on helper site loopy.ru - flatback

